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S u l i  Procedure I'ur bmke continuitv test on Air brake Coaching Trains (BG). 

/ 1ci.r' ChlE, NElt's DO No.MI5SI8iRSh.IISP (Maint.)/Pt-I1 dated 05.08.2005 
. 1 .  * 

i\l present, the Procedure as laid Zown in RDSO's manual G-97 for brake continuitjr't&ik, * 

Goods ,!'rains is being roll ow^ for Coaching Trains also as no separate Procedure for brake. . ' , ,: 
ntinui~y iest on Air brake Coaching Trains. (BG) have been circulated. Railways have repbrtd . ., .q " : ' ':. ., 

con~plvte procpdure as laid down in RDSO's manual G-97 takes15 to 20 minutes . ,  ,: to  . . ,. . , 

rllt: brake co~itinuity test, which is unacceptably high and leads todetention of trains:oni,:. . , 
' 

Thbreforc, a Procedure for conducting br&e continuity test on Air brake Pass6nga: ,!, 
has  been prepared and being sent herewith for necessary action. The ~rocedure.\hiill ' r  

lake less iiine than thc procedure laid down in RDSO's manual G-97. It is requested t 6 t t h e .  ' .  

p~ocedu r .~  Ibr brake corltinuity test on Air brakecoaching Trains (BG) may be strictly followed:( , ( ,. < .  . ..I '1' 



PROCEOURE FOR BRAKE CONTINUITY TEST ON AIR BRAKE PASSENGER 
TRAINS fBG1 

Before starting the train either from originating station or after any 
attachmentldetachment of coacheslloco change of locomotive (from diesel to electric 
or vice-versa) en-rout, the Driver and Guard must cam, out this test as soon as 
possible afleithe locomotive or coaches is coupled or re-coupled to ensure continuity 
of the brake pipes throughout fitted portion of the train when all shunting work has 
been completed. 

1.1 The brake continuity test must be carried out on the train in the following 
circumstances without exception: 

1.1.1 Locomotive or additional locomotive is attached to the front of the train. 
1.1.2 One or more coaches are attached in any position of the train. 
1.1.3 One or more coaches are detached from any position otherthan the extreme 

rear. 
1.1.4 Afler any brake defect or irregularity attended by closing Angle cock or 

detaching BP or FP hose of any coach or locomotive on the train which has 
affected the continuity. 

1.2 The brake continuity test need not be carried out on the train in the following 
circumstances: 

1.2.1 When locomotive other than train locomotive is detached from the extreme 
front of the train. 

1.2.2 When train locomotive is used for 'complete' brake test of the whole train and 
is not thereafler detached before starting. 

1.2.3 When the train locomotive or coach is detached from the extreme rear of the 
train 

1.3 The following procedure shall be followed for the test. 

1.3.1 First of all it must be ensured that all angle cocks of BP & FP are in open 
position. However, rear end angle cocks of rear most coach and free end 
angle cocks of locomotive should be kept in closed position. 

1.3.2 The Driver & Guard must confirm for the test by means of communication 

1.3.3 The Driver must charge the BP & FP pressure of the train and check that 
5.0+0.1 Kglcm2 and 6.0fl.1 Kglcm2 pressure is registered respectively in BP 
& FP Gauge in the leading driving compartment and confirm from the Guard 
that minimum 4.8 Kglcm2 & 5.8 Kg/cm2 pressure is registered respectively in 
BP & FP Gauae in the rear SLR. h " 

1.3.4 The Driver must then without delay carryout the following: 
LO 

The Driver must reduce BP pressure to 4.0 Kglcm2 by moving the A-9 
automatic brake valve handle towards application position and confirm from 
the Guard that the pressure reaistered in BP Gauae in the rear SLR is within 
the range of 3.6 to'4.0 Kglcm? otherwise, it indi&tes discontinuity in brake 
pipe, which should be attended by the TXR staff. After correction of any fauR 
a further brake continuity test commencing at step 1.3.3 must be carried out. 



1.3.5 Afler step at 1.3.4, the Driver must then recharge the BP pressure by moving 
the A-9 automatic brake valve handle to 'RELEASE' position and check that 
5.0+0.1 Kglcm2 pressure is registered in BP Gauge in the locomotive and 
'confirm from the Guard that minimum 4.8 Kg/cm2 pressure is registered in BP 
Gauge in the rear SLR. 

1.3.6 After the brake pipe pressure has siabilised in the locomotive and rear 
SLWlast vehicle, the Driver rnust then cut off air supply for the Brake Pipe 
either by moving the automatic brake valve handle to 'HANDLE 
OFFINEUTRAL' position if available or by closing the brake pipe isolating 
cock handle provided between additional C-2 relay valve and brake pipe of 
the locomotive. The Guard must then without delay canyout the following: 

1.3.6.1 If SLR is the rear vehicle, the Guard must then open the Emergency brake 
valve handle in the rear SLR to reduce the BP pressure to 3.6 kglcm2. As 
soon the pressure in the BP Gauge of the rear SLR is dropped to the 
specified limit 3.6 kg/cm2, the Guard must then close the Emergency brake 
valve. 

1.3.6.2 If SLR is not the rear vehicle, the Guard must open the cut off an le cock of 9 the BP on the last vehicle to reduce the BP pressure to 3.6 kglcm . As soon 
as the pressure in the BP Gauge is dropped to the specified limit 3.6 Kglcm2, ' 
the Guard must then close the cut off angle cock of last vehicle. Wherever 
TXR staff is posted, they should assist the Guard in this. 

I. 

1.3.6.3 Afler step 1.3.6.1 or 1.3.6.2, the Guard must then confirm from the Driver that 
the pressure registered in BP Gauge in the locomotive is within the range of 
3.6 to 4.0 ~glcm', otherwise, it indicates discontinuity in the brake pipe, which 
should be attended by the TXR staff. Afler correction of any fault, brake 
continuity test commencing at step 1.3.3 to1.3.6 rnust be repeated. 

1.3.7 When continuity is assured and Guard's emergency brake valve in rear SLRl 
cut off angle cock of last vehicle is closed, the Driver must open the air suppl~ 
of Brake Pipe to recharge the air pressure and check that 5.0+0.1 Kglcm 
pressure is registered in BP Gauge in leading driving compartment and 
confirm from the Guard that minimum 4.8 Kglcm2 pressure is registered in BP 
Gauge in rear SLR. 

NOfE: Only during recharginglrecreation of BP afler brake application, initial 
charging or resetting of ACPKPIGVA, the 'RELEASEIRUN' Push button switch must 
be kept in 'RELEASE' position otherwise it should always be kept in 'RUN' position. 


